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Abstract. Currently, many people use the nominee (borrow name) agreement. 
Some of the reasons include those who have been blacklisted from the bank 
because of the inability to pay their installments, there are those whose BI 
Checking has entered collect 5 but wants to make loans to banks such as 
mortgages or car loans. In practice, there are notaries who dare to make nominee 
agreements to help clients who have problems in banking or foreigners who want 
to own land in Indonesia. Even though the UUPM and UUPA are prohibited from 
using the borrowed name. The purpose of this study is to find out and analyze the 
legal consequences and validity of the nominee agreement made before a notary. 
The approach method used in this study is a normative juridical approach, namely 
by examining reading sources that are relevant to the research theme, including 
research on legal principles, legal sources, statutory regulations that are scientific 
theoretical in nature and can analyze the issues discussed. The results of his 
research are the validity of a nominee agreement (borrow name) that occurs in 
Indonesia, when viewed from the Civil Code in Article 1320 regarding the legal 
requirements of an agreement, precisely on the objective conditions, namely 
paragraph 4 does not fulfill the legal requirements of an agreement. So that a 
Name Borrow Agreement that occurs in Indonesia, if viewed from the applicable 
law, it can be seen that the agreement is said to be null and void. A notary may be 
subject to sanctions in the form of civil, administrative and ethical sanctions, as 
well as criminal sanctions for the legal consequences arising from the nominee 
agreement deed he made, as long as the elements for imposing sanctions are 
fulfilled. Notaries may be subject to sanctions in the form of civil, administrative 
and code of ethics sanctions. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, many people use the nominee agreement. Some of the reasons 
include those who have been blacklisted by the bank due to their inability to pay 
their installments, there are those whose BI Checking has entered collect 5 but 
want to take out a loan from the bank such as a mortgage or car loan. There are 
also those who avoid taxes, protect assets from creditors, or avoid the law, such 
as foreigners who want to own land in Indonesia. 

The important thing that must be considered when making a nominee 
agreement is that a nominee agreement must fulfill the requirements for the 
validity of an agreement, as regulated in outline in the provisions of Article 1320 
of the Civil Code. This article must be enforced and must not be deviated from. If 
any of these conditions are not fulfilled, then the agreement can be requested to 
be canceled by the interested party or even null and void by law. 

The nominee agreement has actually been prohibited from being used under 
Article 33 paragraph (1) of Law No. 25 of 2007 concerning Capital Investment 
(UUPM) which states "Domestic investors and foreign investors who invest in the 
form of limited liability companies are prohibited from making agreements 
and/or statements confirming that ownership of shares in a limited liability 
company is for and on behalf of another person". 

In this UUPM regulation, it only states that investors in the form of PT are 
prohibited from entering into name borrowing agreements. What if the nominee 
agreement is not executed by the investor in the form of a limited liability 
company? What if this nominee agreement is used by individuals to overcome 
problems in banking, is it against regulations or is it permitted? Because currently 
in practice there are notaries who make nominee agreements to help clients who 
have banking problems or foreigners who want to own land in Indonesia. Based 
on article 1320 of the Civil Code, if the four conditions for the validity of an 
agreement are met, an agreement made by a notary becomes a valid agreement. 

The use of nominee agreements is also prohibited based on Article 26 paragraph 
(2) of the UUPA which states that "Indonesian citizens who have ownership rights 
to land cannot transfer their rights to foreigners, except with the permission of 
the Minister of Agrarian Affairs." 

The problem of legal smuggling in the agrarian sector often occurs, because there 
are residents who still have the status of foreigners who indirectly obtain 
ownership rights to land within the country, namely by using a guise called 
strooman, by using ownership rights to land. For example, a foreigner wants to 
buy a piece of land with the right of ownership, he does not buy it directly but 
use the name of his friend who is an Indonesian citizen. 
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What if the name of a fellow Indonesian citizen is borrowed for land ownership in 
the KPR process at the bank, because the name of one of the parties has been 
blacklisted due to experiencing a bottleneck in the process of paying other credit 
installments. Is the nominee agreement permissible or invalid? 

The purpose of this study is to find out and analyze the legal consequences and 
validity of nominee agreements made before a notary seen from the perspective 
of the legal terms of the agreement. 

2. Research Methods 

This research uses normative juridical research methods, with the approach used 
in this legal research being the statute approach (legislative approach). The type 
of data used is secondary data, the data sources are primary, secondary and 
tertiary legal materials. Then the data collection method is through literature 
study. Lastly, the data analysis method uses a prescriptive method. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. The legal consequences and validity of the nominee agreement made 
before a notary 

A nominee agreement is one of the ways given to foreigners who may have 
ownership rights to land that is not permitted by the UUPA, namely by using the 
method of carrying out a sale and purchase transaction but using it in the name 
of the foreigner, in this way, legally, formally, it does not violate the rules that 
have been established. currently in effect. On the other hand, an agreement is 
made between Indonesian citizens and foreign citizens, namely by granting a 
power of attorney, the right which has been given cannot be withdrawn by the 
person who gave the power of attorney, giving authority to the person who has 
given the power of attorney to carry out all legal processes related to ownership 
rights to land. Nominee agreements can be notarial and private, but in practice 
most are made notarially because notarial deeds have perfect evidentiary power. 

Civil Law divides liability into two types, namely error and risk. Thus, it is known 
as liability based on fault (liability based on fault) and liability without fault which 
is known as risk responsibility or absolute responsibility (strict liability). 

Regarding the nominee agreement made by a notary with an authentic deed, it 
can be seen from the contents of the agreement whether it is contrary to the 
terms of the validity of the agreement as stipulated in Article 1320 of the Civil 
Code, where the agreement is a foreigner who has an interest in controlling land 
with private rights by borrowing the names of local residents. (nominee) when 
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buying it, so actually the land purchased is owned by foreigners, local residents 
only borrow the name. 

This nominee agreement is an agreement that is prohibited by law, because it can 
be said that nominee agreements are deliberately made to smuggle laws or 
circumvent laws. 

The legal consequences that arise regarding the making of a nominee deed 
between local residents and foreign nationals are that the nominee agreement is 
null and void, this is caused because the nominee agreement made by the notary 
is an act of legal smuggling that is contrary to the provisions of Article 9, Article 
21 and Article 26 Paragraph (2) of Law No. 5 of 1960 Concerning Basic Agrarian 
Regulations, which states that property rights to land are fully attached to 
Indonesian citizens and only Indonesian citizens can own property rights, 
furthermore on nominee agreements that it also does not meet the objective 
requirements in the provisions of Article 1320 of the Civil Code, namely regarding 
lawful causes, which results in the nominee agreement being null and void. 
Nominee agreements are currently widely used in society for several reasons, 
including those who have been blacklisted by banks due to their inability to pay 
their installments, there are those whose BI Checking has entered collect 5 but 
want to take out a loan from the bank such as a mortgage or car loan. There are 
also those who avoid taxes, protect assets from creditors, or avoid the law, such 
as foreigners who want to own land in Indonesia. 

If a nominee agreement is made through a notary, if it violates Article 1320 
paragraph 4 of the Civil Code or law smuggling or there is a violation of the law 
and a party is harmed, then the deed made by the notary becomes invalid and 
null and void (the agreement is deemed to have never existed).  

The legal consequences for a notary who makes a nominee agreement deed but 
violates the provisions above are that the notary may be subject to sanctions in 
the form of civil, administrative and ethical sanctions, as well as criminal 
sanctions on legal consequences arising from the nominee agreement deed he 
made, as long as the elements for imposing said sanctions are fulfilled. 

3.2. Obstacles and solutions to nominee agreements are made before a notary 
based on legal certainty from the perspective of the conditions for the validity 
of the agreement 

Everyone is free to enter into agreements with anyone, even they are free to 
determine the form, content and terms of the agreement. However, many 
ordinary people do not understand that an agreement must meet the 
requirements for the validity of the agreement stipulated in Article 1320 of the 
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Civil Code. In this case, if one of the parties to the agreement is harmed, it is very 
difficult to file a lawsuit, due to the invalidity of the agreement they made. 

The validity of an agreement in Article 1320 BW contains subjective and objective 
elements. The subjective element is "the agreement of those who bind 
themselves" and "the ability to make an agreement". So if the subjective element 
is not fulfilled then the agreement can be canceled. Meanwhile, what is meant by 
an objective element is "a certain thing" and "causes that are allowed". If the 
objective elements are not met then the agreement is null and void (the original 
agreement was deemed to have never existed). The deed made by a Notary is 
based on the agreement of both interested parties. Thus the Notary Deed can be 
regarded as a form of agreement. Then the agreement made by a Notary, in it 
must also fulfill the elements of Article 1320 BW. 

In relation to a nominee agreement for a halal cause, it turns out there are 
indications that the nominee agreement was made containing legal smuggling 
efforts carried out by the parties. Legal smuggling attempts related to the reason 
or background for making a nominee agreement, namely that a foreigner wants 
to control land with legal ownership rights, are legally prohibited in the applicable 
laws and regulations. This is based on Article 9 paragraph (1) in conjunction with 
Article 21 UUPA. 

A Notary's mistake in consolidating a deed occurs when the Notary should 
normatively be aware of the prohibitions as intended in Article 26 paragraph (2) 
UUPA, but the notary is still willing to make the deed requested from him in the 
form of a nominee agreement deed. Therefore, if it turns out that the deed 
causes losses to the foreigner, then the notary concerned can be asked for 
personal responsibility to provide compensation as appropriate under civil law. 

The important thing that must be considered when making a nominee 
agreement is that a nominee agreement must fulfill the requirements for the 
validity of an agreement, as regulated in outline in the provisions of Article 1320 
of the Civil Code. This article must be enforced and must not be deviated from. If 
any of these conditions are not fulfilled, then the agreement can be requested to 
be canceled by the interested party or even null and void by law. 

In making this nominee agreement there are obstacles or risks that can occur, 
namely the following: 

a. The nominee agreement can be cancelled. If the nominee agreement is 
deemed invalid or contrary to law. 

b. Nominee agreements can be abused. 
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The nominee agreement can be misused by the Owner or Nominee for illegal 
purposes, such as to avoid taxes or to protect assets from creditors or for banking 
purposes so that credit applications can be approved even though the person has 
bad or problematic BI Checking problems. 

c. Nominee agreements can be complex. The owner may lose the land if the 
nominee is unable to fulfill his obligations. 

Solutions to overcome obstacles that can occur in a nominee agreement made 
before a notary: 

a. Owners should consult with a notary and attorney before entering into a 
nominee agreement. 

b. The nominee agreement must be made in writing and signed by both parties. 

c. The nominee agreement must be registered at the local Land Office. 

d. The nominee agreement must be guaranteed by a bank or other financial 
institution. 

This nominee agreement can still be carried out and made through a notary 
without violating Article 1320 paragraph 4 of the Civil Code, there is no legal 
smuggling and there is no violation of the law and no party is harmed. 

4. Conclusion 

The validity of a nominee (borrow name) agreement that occurs in Indonesia, 
when viewed from the Civil Code in Article 1320 regarding the legal requirements 
of an agreement, precisely on the objective conditions, namely paragraph 4 does 
not fulfill the legal requirements of an agreement. So that a Name Borrow 
Agreement that occurs in Indonesia, if viewed from the applicable law, it can be 
seen that the agreement is said to be null and void. A notary may be subject to 
sanctions in the form of civil, administrative and ethical sanctions, as well as 
criminal sanctions for the legal consequences arising from the nominee 
agreement deed he made, as long as the elements for imposing sanctions are 
fulfilled. Notaries are expected to be more careful and careful in making nominee 
agreements requested by clients and remain guided by applicable laws and 
regulations so that in the future it does not cause legal problems, both for the 
parties involved and for the notary concerned so that the notary is correct.  
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